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Sustainably successful together
Schütz and Bayern-Fass expand decades-long partnership
Selters. Schütz and Bayern-Fass have been collaborating successfully for decades in the
reconditioning of industrial packaging. Now the companies are again expanding their
partnership: Schütz is acquiring a minority stake in Bayern-Fass. The shared goal is to further
advance the closed loop economy model and increase the level of service and quality yet again
– all in line with the philosophy of sustainability.
“We are very pleased to be taking this logical next step, building on our many years of close
cooperation”, says Roland Straßburger, CEO at Schütz. “Acquiring this stake is another very
important building block in our long-term strategy of continually expanding the closed loop
economy model.” Johann Eigner, owner of the Bayern-Fass Group, adds: “We look back on a
cooperation that has been exceptionally positive, and are proud that Schütz is now entering
into an even closer relationship with Bayern-Fass. Our customers will benefit from this as we
will be able to take our performance to the next level and support them with even more
comprehensive solutions for the reconditioning and recycling of industrial packaging.”
Reconditioning IBCs has been a key component of the Bayern-Fass service portfolio since
1992. The close partnership with Schütz started in 2015, when Bayern-Fass became the first
independent specialist company to be accepted into the Recobulk partner programme set up
by the globally operating manufacturer of industrial packaging. Within this framework, the
company adopted Schütz’s globally uniform process standards. As a result, the Schütz IBCs
reconditioned by Bayern-Fass fully comply with Schütz Recobulk containers in terms of quality,
safety and conformity.
With around 300 employees and four locations in Germany, the long-established company is
now one of the leading reconditioners in Europe. Compliance with international standards
document the company’s high quality standards: Bayern-Fass has been certified both as a
specialist waste management company and for its outstanding quality and environmental
management system.
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Caption: The Bayern-Fass headquarters in Aichach.
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Caption: Swap bodies at the Bayern-Fass company site: ideal for transporting the Schütz Recobulk,
an optimum logistics tool.
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Caption: As a premium partner, Bayern-Fass manufactures the Schütz Recobulk in the same high
quality according to uniform process standards.
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About Schütz
Schütz is one of the leading manufacturers of high quality transport packaging
(intermediate bulk container, plastic and steel drums), headquartered in Selters,
Germany. Established in 1958, Schütz today has over 50 production and service
locations worldwide with more than 7000 employees. With its four business areas
Energy Systems, Packaging Systems, Industrial Services and Composites, Schütz
holds various top positions in the respective markets. The total turnover in 2020 was
1.8 billion euros. The company offers its customers complete system solutions –
individually tailored to the relevant supply chain. As part of a closed loop system, the
Schütz Ticket Service takes over the quick collection and reconditioning of empty
IBCs in all important industrial nations of the world, in line with the sustainability
philosophy of the group of companies.
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About Bayern-Fass
Founded in 1870, Bayern-Fass is one of the leading reconditioners in Europe. With
more than 300 employees at four locations in Germany and an annual turnover of
over 40 million euros, the company is the specialist for industrial packaging in
southern Germany. The core business comprises the delivery and collection of
industrial packaging, and reconditioning. Bayern-Fass also processes packaging
components that cannot be directly reused for recycling. Customers of the familyowned company also have access to an extensive range of new industrial packaging
in a wide variety of sizes. Bayern-Fass is renowned for its reliability, outstanding
quality and outstanding environmental protection programme.
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About the SCHÜTZ Recobulk Partner Programme
As part of the Recobulk Partner Programme, Schütz GmbH & Co. KGaA shares its
expertise in reconditioning IBCs with selected companies. These cooperations are
based on individual agreements, which include providing the necessary production
equipment, supplying original spare parts, the transfer of technical know-how and
marketing support. The premium partners are authorised to produce Schütz Recobulk
IBCs in the same quality as Schütz – including new UN approval for a further five
years. To be accepted into the programme the companies must be committed to the
highest reconditioning quality and originality as top priorities. Like their globally
operating partner, they undertake to adopt the uniform process standards without any
modifications. The external monitoring required for UN approval is carried out
regularly by the relevant authorities. This procedure ensures that customers can use
a Recobulk – regardless of whether it has come from Schütz or from one of the
partners – to transport their filling products with complete confidence. At the same
time, they profit from the product’s strong cost-effectiveness and environmental
efficiency.
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For more information, please contact:
Schütz GmbH & Co. KGaA, Schützstraße 12, D-56242 Selters
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